
Orangutan’s Foundation Bingo:  (w/c 18/5/20) 

 

 

PE 

Using a ball as a shot-put and see how 

far you can throw it. Can you improve 

your distance? 

History  

Look back at your notes about the history 

of Pompeii and Mount Vesuvius from last 

week (or complete this task if you haven’t 

already!). 

Compare what it used to be like with what 

Pompeii is now like in the current day.   

PSHE 

What are the potential risks in the 

home? (e.g. kettle) 

Make a warning poster for these. 

Geography 

Use books and/or the Internet to 

research how volcanoes are formed and 

how they work. Draw a diagram and write 

notes on your findings. Include the 

following vocabulary: 
 Dormant/Active/ Extinct 

 Crater  

 Ash cloud 

 Magma reservoir/Lava 

Art 

You will need cardboard, string, glue and 

paint. Dip your string into some glue and 

stick to your piece of cardboard to make 

a pattern. Once dry, dip in paint and 

print onto paper. Don’t have the 

resources? No problem! Using adult 

support, cut a potato in half lengthwise 

and carve out a pattern. Alternatively, 

use lego pieces to print with. 

Science 

Make your own volcano at home. Look 

online for ideas! An example can be found 

on:  
https://www.learning4kids.net/2012/04/11/how-

to-make-a-homemade-volcano/  

Can you make it erupt? Discuss what 

substances are reacting together to make 

it work! 

Take photos or draw diagrams of each 

stage. 

DT 

Make a selection of puppets to retell a 

story of your choice. 

Music 

Make and control long and short sounds 

using your voice.  

What is the longest sound that you can 

make? What is the shortest sound you can 

make? Which is the easiest to control?  

EXT: Repeat using instruments or home-

made items (pots and pans, etc.). 

RE 

What can you find out about Islamic 

pilgrimage? 

Computing 

Write an entry on the class blog on Purple 

Mash.  
(Purple Mash  Sharing  Shared Blogs 

Orangutan Blog) 
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